Short Quiz / Exit Slip: The Holocaust

Part A: Multiple Choice: Instructions: Choose the option that answers the question or completes the sentence.

1. What is a synagogue?
   a. A Jewish business
   b. A Jewish neighborhood
   c. A Jewish place of worship
   d. A Jewish section of Berlin

2. What did the Nuremburg laws accomplish?
   a. The laws took Jewish property and removed their citizenship.
   b. The laws stopped Jews from fleeing to Britain and made those who had escaped return.
   c. The laws allowed Jews to relocate to Palestine.
   d. The laws allowed Jews to leave Concentration Camps, if they pledged allegiance to Hitler.

3. What event occurred from 11/9/1938 to 11/10/1938 in which Jewish businesses, homes, and synagogues were destroyed and many had windows broken out?
   a. The Gestapo
   b. The Kristallnacht
   c. The Drenthe
   d. The Saboteurs

4. When an entire people group are targeted for mass exterminated, then ________________________________ is being committed against that people group.
   a. infanticide
   b. matricide
   c. patricide
   d. genocide

5. Which nation allowed many Jews to relocate to Palestine?
   a. The Ottoman Empire
   b. Italy
   c. The USA
   d. Britain

6. Who was the leader of Germany when the Holocaust occurred?
   a. Adolf Hitler
   b. Benito Mussolini
   c. Joseph Stalin
   d. Hideki Tojo

Part B: Short Answer: Instructions: Answer the question below.

1. Hitler’s views concerning the Jews and other people groups were immoral and insane. While the people of Germany had their economy destroyed by their loss in World War I, Hitler and others irrationally blamed the Jews for Germany’s problems. Germany was economically desperate and devastated from the aftermath of WW I. Why do you think many Germany’s followed Hitler’s murderous plans so blindly and committed unspeakable evil for the Nazi cause?
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   Germany was brought to the point of economic desperation after WW I. Therefore, their sense of morality faded. Hitler promised to recharge the economy and the pride of Germany. Therefore, they followed him blindly and committed evil in the name of his cause. They were brainwashed by the Nazi propaganda and bigotry that Hitler propagated.